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4Indian corporate sector has experienced a paradigm shift over the
last two decades with the initiation of certain measures of financial
liberalisation. As a result of these policy changes, the ratio of Indian FDI
outflows to Indian FDI inflows has increased significantly since 2000.
An increasing trend in the purchases of firms or assets abroad  is also
observed since 2000, for various reasons. Against this background, an
attempt has been made in this paper to analyse the financing pattern of
Indian corporate sector during 1990-2009. This paper further seeks to
identify the pattern of resource mobilisation of Indian firms acquiring
firms abroad. Indian private corporate sector mobilised large share of
resources through external sources although there is an increasing trend
in the share of internal financing since 2000. Borrowings are the major
source of external financing. Share of resources mobilised through
capital market has sharply declined since mid-1990s. A similar trend is
observed in case of the selected industries as well. Indian acquiring
firms mobilised large funds through external sources although the share
of retained profit was quite substantial unlike in case of the manufacturing
sector. They could also consistently raise resources through capital
market throughout our study period. However, borrowings constituted
the major contributor to external financing. These firms were also raising
resources from abroad and therefore we could argue that it is not primarily
their financial muscles which enable firms to engage in acquisitions
abroad. Revenue foregone through various tax concessions is still found
to be a major source of corporate growth during liberalisation period.
The paper argues that the pecking order theorem does not seem to be
applicable in case of the Indian manufacturing sector. Further, we
conclude that, although stock market development is expected to lower
the cost of capital for Indian corporations, it has not played a major role
as far as the actual resource mobilisation of the Indian manufacturing
sector is concerned. Finally, we argue that regulation by the State through
measures of corporate governance is important in order to create
conditions for a desirable path of growth and development.
Key Words: Capital and Ownership Structure; M&As; Corporate
Governance.
JEL Classification:  G32, G34, G37
ABSTRACT
5Introduction
Indian corporate sector has experienced a paradigm shift over the
last two decades with the initiation of certain measures of financial
liberalisation1. Bombay stock Exchange (BSE) has the second largest
number of domestic quoted companies in the world which is three times
higher than China. Large Indian firms have also been permitted to directly
raise capital in international capital markets through commercial
borrowings and depository receipts. Various product innovations in the
financial sector such as special purpose vehicles, financial derivatives,
Global Depository Receipts (GDR), American Deposit Receipts (ADR),
Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs), Foreign Currency
Exchangeable Bonds (FCEBs), Private equity2 or venture capital have
also facilitated Indian firms to raise resources under this new institutional
framework. Now new players have also emerged with the entry of hedge
funds and pension funds into the stock markets. Specialised credit funds
and managers of collateralized debt obligations have emerged as
providers of instruments (refer Chandrasekhar 2009 for details). This
change is expected to have an impact on the resource mobilisation of
the private corporate sector in the Indian economy. It is also important
1 Financial liberalisation thesis brought out by Mc Kinnon (1973), Shaw
(1973) and Cho (1986) emphasize an important role in resource allocation.
2 According to Venture Intelligence Estimates, there are 350 PE firms exist in
India. Most of them primarily focus on specific sectors such as infrastructure
(Deutsche Bank Research, 2009).
6to note that Indian firms have started purchasing foreign firms since
early 2000s as they were allowed to invest abroad without any
profitability conditions.  Given this background, an attempt has been
made in this paper to analyse the sources of financing of Indian private
corporate sector during 1990-2009. The paper further seeks to identify
the resource mobilisation of Indian firms purchasing firms abroad. The
paper is divided into five sections. The first section deals with the
theoretical underpinnings and contextualises the study. The second
section traces trends in the growth of equity markets in India. The third
section analyses the resource mobilisation of the manufacturing sector
as well as selected industries and also tests the empirical validity of
pecking order theorem in the current context of the Indian corporate
sector. The fourth section looks at the sources of financing of Indian
firms which have acquired firms abroad based on a sample selected.
Some cases of Indian acquiring firms are also discussed. The major
findings are drawn in the last section. We have compiled data on the
sources of financing in the Indian corporate manufacturing sector as a
whole as well as in selected industries from the data- base on ‘corporate
sector’ published annually by CMIE. The similar information at the firm
level is collected from the PROWESS data- base published by CMIE.
The analysis is based on simple ratios.
I.  An Overview of Theoretical and Empirical Literature Survey
Modigliani and Miller (1958) argued that real investment
decisions are independent of financial decisions. Capital structure of
the firms or sources of financing has no bearing on their financial
decisions. Contrary to the neo-classical models developed since 1950s,
there are theoretical and empirical studies that stressed on the relationship
between finance and investment (Minsky 1975; Fazarri and Variato 1994).
The financial system facilitates intermediation between savers (public)
and investors (firms) and helps translate savings into investments. The
system can be credit (bank) based and securities (capital market) based
7(Stiglitz 1994). Stiglitz (1994) further argued that market for corporate
control provides the ultimate discipline in the stock market-dominated
economies. Myres (1984) and Myres and Majluf (1984) opened up the
way to the so- called pecking order theorem. Pecking order theorem
predicts a negative relationship between profitability (as a measure of
internal funds) and debt financing.
Debt and equity are not merely alternative modes of finance, but
are also alternative modes of governance (Williamson 2002). Corporate
governance is meant to create some rules and regulations which would
ensure that external investors and creditors in a firm can get their money
back and would not simply be expropriated by those who are managing
the firm (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). Berle and Means (1932) argued that
the separation of ownership and control may lead managers to pursue
their own objectives at the expense of owners. However, it is also argued
that the diffuse equity ownership can also make managers run the firm
to their own benefits at the expense of investors (Bolton and Schartstein
1998, p.100). Cornelli, Portes, and Schaffer (1998) observed that the
price of outstanding shares usually drops when a firm announces a new
equity issue. An increase in debt has also a similar but less strong effect
on share price. This could be the reason why managers prefer internal
financing, turn to debt if the former option is not available and use
equity issue only as a last resort. The rationale for the relevance of the
internal finance could be defended from two theoretical perspectives:
The managerial approach emphasises agency costs arising out of the
separation of ownership from control and the role of internal finance in
facilitating managerial discretion. However in the context of developing
countries, including India, the primary agency problem has been between
majority and minority owners (not between owners and managers) (refer
La Porta et.al (1999) as cited by Reed Darryl p.15, 2004). The second
approach i.e. the information-theoretic approach emphasises asymmetries
of information between insiders (managers) and outsiders (suppliers of
capital) leading to credit shortage faced by firms. Mishkin (1996) noted
8that adverse selection3 and moral hazard4 problems arising from
asymmetric information in investor-firm relationship necessarily create
disruptions in financial markets, leading to inefficient allocation of
investible funds. Asymmetric information framework relates information
failures to the failures of intermediaries and stock markets and thus
argues for government intervention. Stiglitz and Weiss 1981 & 1994
criticise the financial liberalisation thesis on the grounds that financial
markets are prone to market failures.  Singh (1997) further argued that
less developed countries should promote a bank based system and
prevent a market for corporate control. Singh (2003) argued that emerging
countries with reasonably well- developed banking system and equity
markets would follow pecking order pattern of finance, not only because
of the informational asymmetries argued by Myres and Majluf for
advanced countries,5 but also due to the institutional specificities of
emerging markets in particular, (the desire to maintain family ownership
and control of corporations).
The study by Mayer (1990) observed that two-thirds on the average
of investment financing in developed countries like the US, UK, Japan,
Germany,  France, Italy, Canada and Finland are mobilised through
internal financing. In contrast to the experience of the developed
countries, Singh and Hamid (1992) observed very different trends in
certain developing countries. The contribution of external sources to
the financing of net fixed capital formation in the 1980s was around 50
3 Adverse selection refers to ‘hidden information’ problems which arise from
the asymmetry of information about the riskiness of investment projects
before investment occurs.
4 Moral hazard refers to ‘hidden action’ problems which arise because investors
cannot distinguish the effects of managerial actions from the effects of
events that management cannot control.
5 The study by Mayer (1990) observed that two-thirds on the average of
investment financing in developed countries like the US, UK, Japan,
Germany,  France, Italy, Canada and Finland are mobilised through internal
financing. The relative share in external financing through equity and
bonds accounts even less than 10 per cent of the total investment expenditure.
9per cent with a significant share coming from the stock market.
Government regulations that directly discourage the use of debt by
imposing specified limits to debt ratios of firms could explain to some
extent the preference of developing countries’ corporations for equity
rather than debt financing. The study by Nagaraj (1996), Samuel (1996)
and Singh (1998) showed similar trends in the case of Indian corporate
sector. Mathew, Rupa et.al (1999) observed a declining trend in the
internal financing among the large and medium-sized Indian firms
between the periods 1972-80 to 1988-966 which supports the findings
of other studies. Similar findings were observed by Rajakumar (2001),
Sarkar and Sarkar (2004), Joshi (2005) and Bhole (2005). Various studies
such as Singh and Hamid (1992), Nagaraj (1996), Singh (1995 & 1997),
and Samuel (1996) argued that the capital market boom in developing
countries is not associated with improved corporate profitability and
therefore, may not help in achieving quicker industrialisation and faster
long-term economic growth. A recent study by RBI (2005-06) has
observed that the Indian corporate sector has mobilised a large share of
resources from internal sources which accounts for 60.7 per cent during
2000-01 to 2004-05. Capital market has been considered as a last resort
which contributed merely 9.9 per cent. The debt-equity ratio has also
declined over the years as the corporate sector has been able to mobilise
resources internally (refer Appendix 1). This kind of pattern of financing
conforms to the so-called “pecking order” theory as applied in the
developed countries (see Singh, 2003). However, the study does not
reveal the contribution of depreciation on large scale as a source of
internal finance which is also an important aspect to be explored.
6 The financial structure of these firms has been similar to that in Japan, South
Korea and Germany, where development Banks have been the largest debt
holders and shareholders of the firm. Financial institutions were holding
market share of 45 per cent of corporate fixed investment even during the
first half of the 1990s.
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There are few empirical studies specifically on the investment
pattern of the Indian corporate sector. Bhole  (2005) argued that the
gross or net savings rates of the private corporate sector remained low
during 1966-67 to 2000-01. Moreover, this sector has not kept pace
with its capital formation. However, there is an increasing trend of capital
formation in the private corporate sector since 2002-03. According to
Mazumdar (2008), the annual rate of growth of gross fixed capital
formation at constant prices was quite high during 1990-91 to 1996-97
which accounts for 19.5 per cent. And the growth in capital formation
during the 1990s was relatively higher than the growth registered in the
1980s ( Nair 2005). Similar observations were made by another study
based on ASI data (Nagaraj  2002). But this rate has sharply declined to
the level of negative growth rate during 1996-97 to 2002-03 and again
increased significantly to the level of 28.51 per cent during 2002-03 to
2007-08 (Mazumdar 2008). The latest study (Robertson, 2010) also
observed that India’s investment rate has increased from 25 per cent to
35 per cent of GDP in the present decade and argues that it may not get
fully utilised in the long run. Notably, Indian economy has also
experienced a large number of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) during
the liberalisation period (Beena, P.L. 2008). One- third of the M&A
deals that occurred in India during  1978-2007 were cross-border deals
(Beena, S. 2010). Another recent study (Rao and Dhar 2010) observed
that almost two-fifth of the foreign equity inflows was nothing but an
acquisition of existing shares during 2005-06 & 2006-07. Services sector
was exposed to large share of Private Equity (PE) or Venture Capital
(VC) investments as compared to the manufacturing sector7. There have
7 Chandrasekhar (2007) observed that the total number of M&A deals has
increased from the level of 467 ($18.3 million) in 2005 to 782 ($28.2
billion) in 2006. Out of these deals, 302 involved private equity. Private
equity is generally acquired either through the private placement of new
shares or the sale of pre-existing shares by the controlling interest or minority
shareholder, and therefore has features that characterise most take-overs.
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also been several studies on Indian firms‘acquisitions (Nayyar 2007;
Pradhan 2007; Nagaraj 2006).  However no attempt has been made to
understand the financing sources of these acquiring firms. Therefore
this study intends to fill this gap to some extent, based on a small
sample. Before getting down to the main analysis, it would be useful to
understand the growth of equity market, euro issues and external
commercial borrowings in the Indian corporate sector during the
liberalisation era.
II.  Growth of Equity Markets in India
The total resources raised by the corporate sector have increased
to 2046.93 billion by 2008-09 from the level of 341.65 billion during
1995-96 (SEBI 2009: Table 7). The resources mobilised from the capital
market has certainly increased since 1990s. The total capital raised
through Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) has increased to 425.95 billion
in 2007-08 from the level of 78.64 billion in 1993-94 (SEBI 2009:
Table 12). However, the global financial crisis did hit the capital market
and as a result, the capital raised through IPOs sharply declined to the
level of 20.82 billion in 2008-09. The pattern of market capitalisation
on the Indian stock markets as a proportion of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) was only 12.2 per cent by 1990-91. This has been characterised
by sharp fluctuations during the period of liberalisation. This share
increased to 47 per cent during 1995-96 and further increased to its
peak level of 84.7 per cent during 1999-00. This share however declined
to the level of 28.49 per cent in 2002-03 and it sharply increased to the
level of 109.3 per cent in 2007-08. It, once again, declined to the level
of 58.12 per cent in 2008-09 as a result of the financial crisis (ISMR
2010: Table 1-1).
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Figure 1
Pattern of Share of Debt, Private Placements and IPOs in Total
Resource Mobilisation by Corporate Sector
Source: SEBI 2009: Table 7 and Table 12.
 Further, it is also important to note that the share of debt issues
either public or right or through private placements has increased to
93.5 per cent of the total resource mobilisation by the corporate sector
in 2008-09 from the level of 56.6 per cent in 1995-96. Moreover, the
share of private placement in debt and equity issues to the total resource
mobilisation has increased significantly from the level of 39.1 per cent
of the total resource mobilisation by the corporate sector in 1995-96 to
92.6 per cent in 2008-09. The resources mobilised through ADRs/GDRs
has increased to US $6.6 billion in 2007-08 from the level of US $ 0.2
billion in 1992-93. The resources mobilised from this source sharply
declined to the level of US $ 1.1 billion in the year 2008-09 due to the
financial crisis. The resources mobilised from External Commercial
Borrowings (ECBs) is almost seven times higher than the resources
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mobilised through ADRs/GDRs during 2008-09 (SEBI 2009: Table 16).8
Now the following section intends to look at the mobilisation of resources
and its investment pattern in the Indian manufacturing sector. A similar
exercise would be carried out with respect to the selected industries
which have experienced large share of M&A deals (refer appendix 2).
We have made use of data published by CMIE for industry analysis
since such information is not published by RBI.
III. The Financing Pattern of the Corporate Sector
From Table 1, it is observed that the share of internal financing
has increased sharply during 2001-2005 and it accounted for 58 per
cent. However, this share has declined during 2006 -2009 to the level of
38 per cent which is still higher than the level of 26 per cent during
1991-94. The sharp growth in the share of internal financing since 2000
is attributed to the growth of retained profits. For instance, the share of
retained profit has jumped from 9 per cent during the first (1991-94) and
second phases ((1995-2000) to 36.5 per cent in the third phase (2001-
05) and 25 per cent in the last phase (2006-09).9 Further, we have also
observed that the provision for depreciation was quite high during the
first phase (1990-95) as compared to the second and third phases (1995-
2000 and 2000-05). This share has, once again, declined in the last
phase (2006-09) and it has declined to a much lower level than the share
8 It is important to note that the resources mobilised from the external
commercial borrowings have increased significantly during recent years. It
was US $ 5.2 billion in 2004-05 which has increased to US $ 22.6 billion in
2007-08. This amount has sharply declined to US $ 8.16 billion in 2008-
09.
9 Based on ASI data, Uchikawa (2002) observed an increasing trend in the
share of profit and depreciation in gross income during 1990s as compared
to 1980s in some selected industries (p.37).
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noticed in the first phase.10 Our analysis further observed that an average
share of 50 per cent of the total resources in the corporate sector has
been used for the purpose of Gross fixed Assets during 1991-2009 (CMIE).
However, the share of the provision for depreciation to the total sources
of funds grew much faster than the growth of share of Gross Fixed Assets
to the total uses of funds. The share of Gross Fixed Assets in the Total
Uses of Funds registered a negative growth rate (-1 per cent) while the
share of depreciation grew at the rate of 1 per cent during 1991-2009
(refer Appendix 3).
External sources still contribute a major source of financing
throughout our study period except during the third phase (2001-2005).
The share of funds raised from the capital market has declined drastically
to the level of -0.5 per cent during 2001-05 from 25 per cent during
1991-94. However, a reverse trend is noticed in the last phase (2006-09).
Although, bank borrowings were one of the major sources of external
financing till 2000s, its share has declined sharply to 15 per cent during
2001-2005 from the level of 27 per cent during 1991-94. This share has
further increased to 28 per cent during 2006-09. Further, we notice that
the effective rate of tax paid by the manufacturing sector grew negatively
while the resources mobilised by this sector through internal financing
grew at the rate of 3 per cent during 1990-2009 (refer  Appendix 4). It is
important to note that the Indian corporate sector still enjoys tax
exemptions during the period of the liberalisation under various
overheads. Based on the estimates given by the budget documents, the
total revenue foregone by the corporate tax payers grew from 578.52
billion during 2004-05 to 795.54 billion during 2009-10 (refer Receipts
10 The sharp decline in the share of depreciation could be the outcome of the
decision taken by the Union Budget in 2005-06 to reduce the general
depreciation rate for plant and machinery from 25 per cent to 15 per cent.
Revenue foregone from the corporate sector through accelerated depreciation
has also significantly decreased from the level of 47 per cent during 2005
to 21 per cent during 2009 although the total revenue foregone from the
corporate sector as a whole has increased during the corresponding period.
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Budget, various years). The share of revenue foregone   as percentage of
aggregate tax has increased from 9.5 per cent to 12.6 per cent during the
corresponding years. Now let us analyse the pattern of financing across
selected Indian industries such as Metal industry, Drugs and Pharmaceuticals,
Automobile ancillaries, Petroleum products and Food industry. We have
restricted our analysis to those industries which have experienced relatively
large incidence of mergers and acquisitions. More importantly, Indian
firms in these industries have also acquired firms abroad.
Table 1: Sources of Finance of Indian Manufacturing Sector
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to  2001- 2006-
1994 2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 9.26 9.24 36.5 25.33
Depreciation 16.86 20.62 21.30 12.78
Internal Financing 26.12 30.16 57.8 37.68
External sources 73.88 69.84 38.6 62.5
Funds Raised from
Capital Market 24.68 16.9 -0.5 NA
Fresh Capital
Raised 6.38 4.88 1.5 10.3
Share Premium 11.14 6.48 1.5 9.05
Borrowings 26.96 26.44 15.4 28.45
Institutional
Borrowings 8.28 6.9 -5.7 NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 22.2 26.54 28.2 21.8
Sundry Creditors 10.34 10.54 18.5 10.83
Source: CMIE, Various Issues.  NA- Not Available
Note:  Internal sources = Retained Profits + Depreciation; External
sources = Funds raised from the Capital Market + Borrowings +
Current Liabilities and Provisions +Sundry Creditors.
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We have already noted that in the case of corporate sector as a
whole, how resources mobilised through internal financing has increased
since 2000. However, external finance continues to contribute the major
chunk in the case of Metal industry (Table 2). Although capital market
was a major source of external financing in this industry during the first
phase of liberalisation, its share has drastically declined. Funds raised
through share premium have also declined over time in this industry
although its share has increased marginally during 2006-09. Bank
borrowings and current liabilities were found to be the major source of
financing in Metal industry throughout our study period. 55 per cent of
the total resources has been used for Gross Fixed Assets in this industry
during 1991-2009 (CMIE, various issues).
Table 2: Sources of Finance of Indian Metal Industry
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to  2001- 2006-
1994   2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 2.26 7.1 -5.74 22.68
Depreciation 9.68 0.28 32.88 9.28
Internal Financing 11.98 21.68 23.02 30.83
External sources 88.02 75.94 69.8 65.78
Funds Raised from
Capital Market 34.36 12.52 1.66 NA
Fresh Capital Raised 9.54 4.9 1.1 6.83
Share Premium 11.36 4.74 1.84 6.48
Borrowings 32.74 40.42 26.88 40.13
Institutional
Borrowings 10.82 11.33 NA NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 20.92 23.02 33.22 16.78
Sundry Creditors 13.92 13.94 15.48 18.7
Source: Table 1.
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A similar scenario is noticed in the case of Pharmaceutical industry
(Table 3). The share of internal financing has increased significantly to
the level of 40 per cent in 2001-05 and 37 per cent during 2006-09 as
compared to the level of 13 per cent during 1991-1994. Retained profit
consistently rose and contributes a major share since 2000. Although
the funds raised from the capital market has declined drastically in the
third phase (2001-05), its share has increased during 2006-09. The
contribution of share premium in this industry is relatively higher as
compared to the manufacturing sector as a whole. The resources
mobilised through bank borrowings is still a major source of external
financing in this industry. This industry has allotted 41 per cent of its
total resources for Gross Fixed Assets(CMIE, various issues).
Table 3: Sources of Finance of Indian Drugs and Pharmaceutical
industry
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to 2001- 2006-
1994  2000  2005 2009
Retained Profits 13.12 12.94 25.84 29.05
Depreciation -0.26 14.2 13.88 8.825
Internal Financing 12.86 27.12 39.68 36.7
External sources 87.14 72.88 58.32 62.025
Funds Raised from
Capital Market NA NA NA NA
Fresh Capital Raised 7.7 8.18 -0.04 13.975
Share Premium 14.78 11.36 5 12.925
Borrowings 30.48 24.92 26.78 27.4
Institutional
Borrowings NA NA NA NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 23.14 24.92 24.34 18.9
Sundry Creditors 9.42 10.44 10.34 6.475
Source: Table 1.
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Internal financing contributes a significant share of resources as
far as Automobile industry is concerned throughout our study period
(See Table 4). This share has increased from the level of 40 per cent
during 1991-94 to 55 per cent during 2001-05. However, this share has
marginally declined in the last phase which corresponds to the trend in
the manufacturing sector as a whole. But provision for depreciation
accounts for a major share in this industry throughout our study period.
The share of funds raised from capital market is relatively high as compared
to other industries right from the 1990s and this share has declined
significantly corresponding to the trend in the manufacturing sector as a
whole. Borrowings, Current liabilities and other provisions were found to
be a major source of external financing although it showed a declining
trend. 58 per cent of the total resources have used for Gross fixed Assets.
Table 4: Sources of Finance of Indian Automobile Ancillaries Industry
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to  2001- 2006-
1994   2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 16.46 21.44 27.56 27.73
Depreciation 23.22 23.32 24.96 15.33
Internal Financing 39.72 44.76 54.86 43.08
External sources 60.28 55.24 46.68 56.93
Funds Raised from
Capital Market 19.74 14.04 6.45 NA
Fresh Capital Raised 7.06 5.10 1.76 14.35
Share Premium 7.16 6.28 1.78 14.30
Borrowings 20.76 18.58 12.18 28.43
Institutional
Borrowings 9.42 4.53 -2.55 NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 31.66 16.64 25.90 12.80
Sundry Creditors 14.38 12.56 14.18 7.05
Source: Table 1. NA: Not Available
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Although internal financing was found to be a major fund-raising
channel as far as Indian Petroleum industry is concerned, its share has
declined sharply to 32 per cent during 2006-09 from the level of 71per
cent during 1991-94 (See Table 5). This is in contrast to the trend in the
rest of the industries in our sample as well as the pattern observed in the
manufacturing sector as a whole. Similar to the other industries, the
current liabilities and other provisions were found to be a major source
of external financing in this industry. The share of retained profit in this
industry was quite high at 49 per cent during 1991-94 as compared to
the manufacturing average at 9 per cent. It declined to 24 per cent at par
with manufacturing average of 25 per cent during 2006-09. 70 per cent
of the total resources raised by this industry has been used for the purpose
of Gross Fixed Capital (CMIE).
Table 5: Sources of Finance of Indian Petroleum Product Industry
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to  1995 to 2001- 2006-
1994 2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 49.3 24.98 16.82 24.03
Depreciation 21.68 16.9 35.48 22.45
Internal Financing 70.96 41.88 60.18 32.45
External sources 29.04 58.12 35.13 60.53
Funds Raised from
Capital Market 11.8 5.48 NA NA
Fresh Capital Raised 1.34 0.78 1.85 8.88
Share Premium 2.08 3.72 0.275 8.73
Borrowings 30.48 22.76 1.5 34.08
Institutional Borrowings NA NA NA NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 61 33.76 35.15 14.63
Sundry Creditors 45.58 9.52 NA 9.88
Source: Table 1.
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Although internal finance is not to be considered a major source
of financing in the Indian Food industry, its share has increased from the
level of 17 per cent during 1991-94 to 25 per cent during 2006-09 (See
Table 6). The share of retained profit has also shown a small increase
during the corresponding phase. However, depreciation accounts for a
major share during 1995-2005. Although this industry was successful in
fund-raising through capital market throughout the 1990s, its share has
declined significantly during 2001-05. However, this share has further
picked up since 2006. Despite fluctuations, borrowings and current
liabilities were found to be a major source of external finance. Borrowings
were on a much higher level in this industry than the manufacturing
average. 54 per cent of the total resources have used for Gross fixed
Capital in this industry (CMIE, various issues).
Table 6:  Sources of Finance of Indian Food Industry
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to  2001- 2006-
1994   2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 9.8 11.54 10.78 14.33
Depreciation 7.24 29.4 23.04 10.45
Internal Financing 17.02 40.94 33.8 24.8
External sources 82.98 59.06 56.9 75.2
Funds Raised from
Capital Market 17.78 21.54 3.96 NA
Fresh Capital Raised 6.68 11.14 4.16 14.28
Share Premium 7.06 14.32 0.34 12.5
Borrowings 53 -12.24 27.82 41.28
Institutional Borrowings NA NA NA NA
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 12.14 49.76 27.1 17.15
Sundry Creditors 7.6 21.84 15 8.75
Source: Table 1.
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Thus from the above analysis, we could conclude that external
sources still contribute a major source of financing in the Indian corporate
sector although there is an increasing trend in the share of internal
financing since the year 2000. Retained profit contributes a major chunk
of internal financing throughout the decade of 2000s. Provision for
depreciation was found to be the major source of internal financing till
2005 although it has declined, apparently, owing to a shift in the
government policy. Although private corporate manufacturing sector
was successful in fund-raising through capital market during the first
phase, this share has declined in the second and third phases. The trend,
once again, reverses in the last phase. Borrowings or fund-raising through
current liabilities is still found to be the major source of external financing
in the Indian manufacturing sector. A similar pattern is observed across
various industries such as Metals, Drugs and Pharmaceuticals,
Automobiles Ancillaries and Food industry and Petroleum products.
From the above analysis, we could conclude that the pecking order
theorem does not seem to be applicable in the case of Indian corporate
sector. Our analysis further reveals that the effective tax rate (share of
corporate tax to profit before tax) paid by the corporate sector has
declined during the liberalisation period. Now let us see whether a parallel
can be drawn by looking at the financing pattern of Indian firms which
have acquired firms abroad.  Further, we intend to understand to what
extent the changes in financial policy facilitated the moves by Indian
firms to raise resources through different channels to fund such deals.
IV.  Financing Pattern of Indian Acquiring Firms
The foreign investment abroad by Indian firms, generally began
after the liberalisation of investment policies with the introduction of
Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA) in June 2000.  In March
2003, the automatic route was liberalised significantly to enable Indian
parties to fund to the extent of 100 per cent of their net worth. This limit
was further increased to 200 per cent of their net worth in 2005 and to
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300 per cent in June 2007. This has further enhanced to 400 per cent of
the net worth in September 2007. The limit for portfolio investment by
listed Indian companies in the equity of listed foreign companies was
raised from 35 per cent to 50 per cent of the net worth of the investing
company in September 2007 (refer RBI Bulletin January 2009 p.142 for
more details). Funding a large acquisition through local borrowings
was difficult till mid-2000s as the local bond market was not deep
enough. In April 2003, banks were permitted to extend credit only up to
10 per cent of their unimpaired capital funds, subject to certain terms
and conditions. In November 2006, the limit was extended to 20 per
cent. However, this facility was available only to those firms where the
company is a wholly owned subsidiary or Indian companies having
holding of more than 51 per cent abroad. Since June 2005, Indian banks
were allowed to extend financial assistance to Indian companies for
acquisition of equity in overseas firms. Companies were also allowed to
raise resources by an overseas SPV or joint ventures of an Indian company
(Business Line, Feb.17, 2006). RBI has also raised ceilings on foreign
currency borrowings of an Indian company from $500 million to $750
million in October 2006. As a result of these policy changes, the ratio of
Indian FDI outflows to Indian FDI inflows has increased from 0.21 per
cent during 2000-01 to 0.59 per cent during 2007-08 (Mani 2009).
According to RBI statistics, majority of this FDI outflows took place in
the form of equity. As we had discussed in the beginning of this paper,
we do find an increasing trend of Indian firms purchasing firms or assets
abroad during 2000 to 2010.
In terms of number, it has increased from 44 during 2001 to a peak
level of 590 in 2007 and then slightly declined to 482 during 2010. The
announced value involved in 22 deals during 2001 was US$ 0.33 billion
and that value has increased to US$58.8 billion in 2010 (refer column 2
and 3 of table 7 and also Appendix 5). Value of acquisition in many
years during 2001-2010 is much higher than the total FDI outflow from
India (refer Table 7). This also corresponds to the data published by
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World Investment Report for some years. For instance, the share of value
of net purchases11 of assets by Indian firms to the total FDI outflows
from India is more than 100 per cent in many years and this call for an
explanation. An attempt has been made here to identify the financing
source of Indian acquiring firms abroad.  For this, we have constructed
our data-base on Indian acquisitions abroad based on various sources
such as M&A data base of CMIE and Nayyar (2007).
Figure 2
Trends of Investment Abroad by Sample Firms
Source: PROWESS Data Base.
However, we had to restrict our analysis to a small sample of 38
firms as the detailed information relating to the rest of the acquiring
firms could not be obtained. It is evident that the investment abroad by
our sample firms has increased from the level of Rs 4.8 billion in 2000 to
Rs 165.17 billion in 2007 and further increased to Rs 1108.24 billion in
11 According to the World Investment Report, net purchases is equal to the
purchases of firms abroad by home based TNCs minus sales of foreign
affiliates of home based TNCs. Further, it should be noted that this data on
net purchases cover only those deals that involved an acquisition of an
equity stake of more than 10 per cent.
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2010.  The total amount involved in 26 out of 38 acquisitions is Rs
998.38 billion. Disturbingly, from our tabulation, the value of acquisition
by Indian acquiring firms is 26 times higher than the investment abroad
recorded in these firms’ own  balance sheets during the year of acquisition.
This coincides with the trends observed in Table 7. From this we could
argue that these firms have been raising financial resources from abroad.
Similarly, only 17 per cent of the total value of acquisition has been
recorded as Profit after Tax at the time of acquisition. Further only 71
per cent of the value of acquisition has been recorded as net worth of
these acquiring firms at the time of acquisition. Therefore it is quite
important to understand how these firms were raising resources to buy
large-sized firms abroad.
Based on certain performance indicators, it is noticed that these
acquiring firms are excelling firms in terms of profit making so that they
could retain profit for further investment abroad. In fact, in our sample,
there were only 5 acquiring firms which had profitability (PAT/Net Worth)
even to the tune of less than 10 per cent at the time of acquisition.
However, the effective tax rate of these sample acquiring firms has
declined significantly from the level of 42 per cent to 18 per cent during
1990-91 to 2008-09 (refer Appendix 6). Average debt-equity ratio of our
sample of 38 acquiring firms at the time of acquisition was 0.95 per cent.
The debt-equity ratio of 29 acquiring firms among them was below the
average level. This ratio for 17 out of 38 has increased in the year
immediately after the merger while the rest of the cases have shown a
declining trend in the following year after the merger.
From Table 8, it is quite clear that these acquiring firms generally
mobilised a major share through external sources which coincides with
the trends in the Indian corporate sector. Borrowings were the major
source of external financing as we have observed in the case of corporate
sector. However, these acquiring firms were able to raise resources through
capital market consistently. There is an increasing trend towards foreign
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borrowings, apparently, taking advantage of policy changes. Current
liabilities & other provisions were the major sources of external financing
during the third phase where there was a dip in the funds raised from
borrowings and capital market. Retained profit did contribute
significantly for the internal financing throughout our study period.
Significant amount (around 50 per cent) of these resources have been
used for Gross Fixes Assets throughout our study period (CMIE).
Table 8:  Sources of Finance of Indian Acquiring Firms
(Percentage share to Total)
1991 to 1995 to  2001- 2006-
1994   2000 2005 2009
Retained Profits 15.83 23.28 26.49 28.61
Depreciation 15.76 20.98 19.55 11.04
Internal Financing 31.60 44.26 46.05 39.65
External sources 68.40 55.74 53.95 60.35
Funds Raised from
Capital Market
Fresh Capital Raised 16.76 19.67 8.12 15.23
Share Premium 13.95 15.79 9.367 12.88
Borrowings 35.55 24.35 18.73 33.01
Institutional
Borrowings
Foreign Borrowings 0.58 9.81 -5.023 7.12
Current Liabilities
and Provisions 16.09 11.71 27.11 12.11
Sundry Creditors 12.30 9.09 14.46 8.84
Share of GFA to Total
Uses of Funds 54.06 61.01 45.47 54.31
Source: PROWESS Data Base.
Note: GFA refers to Gross Fixed Assets; NA refers to not available.
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The following sub-section has made an attempt to understand the
resource mobilisation of acquiring firms based on case studies. We have
considered five firms for which we could gather detailed information
relating to the financing source of acquisition. These five firms together
invested 17 per cent of the total Indian investment abroad by our sample
firms during the respective years of acquisition.
Case Studies
Tata Steel used a leveraged buy-out model to buy Corus for US$
12.1 billion or Rs 547.9 billion in 2006. It should be noted that the
investment abroad by this firm shown in the balance sheet during 2006
was only Rs. 1.05 billion. Profit after tax of Tata Stall was only 6 per cent
of the value of the acquisition announced by Tata Steel. Tata mobilised
only $4.1 billion fund on its own through debt and equity. The rest $8
billion had to be paid on the strength of the Corus balance sheet and
that was possible as Corus was not a loss making company (Business
Line, Feb.4, 2007). But sales and revenue of Corus and JLR were badly
affected due to the world recession. In addition to that the total
borrowings of $7.5 billion mobilised by Tatas’ in order to buy Corus
and JLR were due for refinancing in May 2009. But Tata was successful
in making government-owned State Bank of India and ten other banks
to guarantee the bond issue which allowed the Tatas’ to mobilise Rs. 42
billion. This has also generated confidence among a group of 27
international banks to roll over $1.05 billion of the bridge financing it
had obtained for the JLR acquisition. Thus Tata Motors managed to
return $1.11 billion of its original bridge loan by mobilising funds
through a rights issue, launching a fixed deposit scheme and by selling
the shares of Tata Steel it held (Chandrasekhar 2009). Debt- equity ratio
has increased to 0.71 during 2007 from the level of 0.26 from the year
just before the acquisition. Subsequently, it has marginally decreased.
Shareholder’s profit (Profit after tax to Net worth) was 39 per cent at the
time of acquisition and this ratio has declined to 30 per cent during
2007 and further went down to 17 per cent in 2008.
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Hindalco bought Canadian aluminium giant Novelis for US$ 6
billion in May 2007. Only 6 per cent of the value of acquisition is
generated through profit after tax at the time of acquisition. Birla had
borrowed US$2.85 billion to buy US$3.6 billion worth of Novelis’ equity
and another US$ 0.75 billion was mobilised through other sources in
the form of debt from group companies and through its cash reserves.
Three banks namely ABN- Amro, Bank of America and UBS had
organised 18 months loan in May 2007. ABN Minerals Netherland, a
special purpose vehicle of Hindalco had taken a US$ 3.3 billion bridge
loan in May 2007. Hindalco had to further re-finance the US$ 2.4 billion
debt on Novelis’ balance sheet as it could well be repaid with Novelis’
cash flows. Hindalco raised US$ 982 million foreign currency loan to
repay the bridge loan. It had further mobilised Rs. 53.6 billion from its
treasury operations in the first week of Nov.2008 and another 44.25
billion was raised through a right issue (IRIS, News Digest; Business
Line, Feb11.2007). Hindalco could not go for a leveraged buy-out as
Novelis’ debt-equity ratio was already 7.23:1. Debt-equity ratio of
Hindalco had increased only marginally during the year of acquisition.
However, this ratio  decreased to 0.49 from the level of 0.59 in the year
immediately after the acquisition. Shareholders’ profit has declined to
17 per cent in 2008 from the level of 21 per cent in 2007.
Videocon and Ripplewood signed an agreement to buy Daewoo’s
electronics business in a creditors’ sale in 2005. Videocon would own
just over 50% in a Special Purpose Vehicle that is being set up to make
the acquisition while Ripplewood would own the rest. It is also expected
to raise funds from the Daewoos’ creditors who opt to continue as lenders
to the company after the takeover and from acquiring firms’ own funds.
The money to pay for Daewoo purchase is $720 million. Videocon paid
only $50 million in equity for the purchase and the rest was the foreign
currency loans while Videocon paid 100% equity to buy Thomson’s
colour picture tubes business.  The debt-equity ratio of this firm declined
immediately in the year after merger from the level of 1.42 to 0.88. But
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this firm had a lower debt-equity ratio in the year just before the
acquisition. In the case of this firm, Shareholders’ profit has increased
marginally from the level of 8 per cent to 9 per cent in the year after
acquisition.
Dr Reddy Laboratories’ acquisition of Betapharm in 2006 was for
480 million Euros. Dr. Reddy signed an agreement with 3i, the private
equity house that controls Betapharm. It is expected to be financed by
internal cash reserves and committed credit facilities. 3i, UK-based group
bought Betapharm for 300 million Euros in 2005. Betapharm is the
fourth largest German drug firm having a market share of 3.5 per cent
(Business Line, 17 2006). Dr Reddy’s consolidated group debt was
brought to $700 million when the Betapharm deal was closed. The
company therefore launched ADR in early January 2006 which helped
them wipe out their debt. But the higher financing has affected the
profit and loss account of Betapharm (Financial Express, Feb. 3, 2006).
Debt-equity ratio has slightly increased in this case. But shareholders
profit has increased significantly from 9.3 per cent to 27 per cent in the
year following the merger and declined to 10 per cent subsequently.
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. bought Terapia S.A. based in Romania
in 2006 for Rs. 15 billion. The acquisition was funded from the proceeds
of Foreign currency convertible bonds (FCCBs) issued by the company
during the year of acquisition. FCCB is a mix of debt and equity. It acts
like a bond by paying coupon and principal payments. The investors
receive the safety of guaranteed payments on the bond and are also able
to take advantage of any large price appreciation in the company’s
stock. This combination was expected to make Ranbaxy the No.1 generic
firm in the Romanian market (Rao, 2007). Debt- equity ratio has
decreased consistently after acquisition as compared to the period before
acquisition. Shareholder’s profit increased from 9 per cent to 17 per cent
within a year after acquisition and it further increased to 24 per cent in
2008.
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V.   Conclusion
Although there is a significant level of growth in IPOs since 1990s,
the share of debt issues accounts for a major share in the total resources
mobilised by the corporate sector. From the trends on private placements,
the issuance of public equity/debt was negligible. Our analysis also
indicates a negative impact of financial crisis on the mobilisation of
financial resources. A steady marginal increase in the effective tax rate
of the corporate sector during the last phase could be related to the
reduction in the depreciation rate pegged at a maximum of 15 per cent
as announced by the Union budget, 2005-06. Revenue forgone through
tax concessions is still found to be a major source of corporate growth as
observed by Reed (2004). From our analysis on the financing pattern of
corporate growth, we observed that relatively large share of resources
was mobilised through external sources.
Analysing the patterns in the Indian manufacturing sector, we do
find an increasing trend in the internal financing since the year 2000
and retained profit did contribute a major share during the corresponding
period. The study observed that manufacturing sector and the selected
industries are mainly relying on borrowings whenever more finance is
required. Resources raised by the manufacturing sector from the capital
market have declined significantly since mid-1990s although there is a
reverse trend in the last phase (2006-09). More than 50 per cent of the
resources have been used for the purpose of building fixed assets. Similar
trend is observed when we looked at the pattern of the sources of financing
in the selected industries and the acquiring firms within them. Although
the acquiring firms have been quite successful in raising resources
internally, they were depending largely on external sources. Borrowings
were the major source although they were more successful in raising
resources through the Indian capital market as compared to the Indian
manufacturing sector as a whole. This relative success  in the capital
market could be arriving to the rise in investor confidence following
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acquisition moves. These firms have also made use of foreign borrowings
and issues of bonds in order to acquire large-sized firms abroad. The
effective tax rate paid by these acquiring firms has significantly declined
during 1990-2009 while these firms were excelling in terms of
profitability. Further, we can conclude that although stock market
development was expected to lower the cost of capital for Indian corporate
sector, it has not played a major role as far as the actual resource
mobilisation of the Indian manufacturing sector is concerned. The study
further observes that pecking order theorem does not seem to be
applicable in the case of the Indian corporate sector, manufacturing
sector, selected industries and the acquiring firms we have studied.
Regulation by the State through measures of corporate governance
is important in order to create conditions congenial for growth and pro-
people development. This is especially important in order to ensure that
investments made by minority shareholders are not appropriated by
corporate interests and institutional investors. Corporate governance
should also be designed to take care of creditors’ rights as well since
commercial banks in India play a significant role as providers of external
finance and are expected to bail out the corporate houses in the event of
any crisis. The Indian State also has the right as well as the responsibility
to put reasonable limits on the moves by Indian corporate houses for
external financing abroad.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Pattern of Sources of Funds for Indian Corporate Sector
(Percentage share to Total)
1985-86 to 1990-91 to 1995-96 to 2000-01 to
 1989-90 1994-95   1999-2000 to   2004-05
Internal Financing 31.9 29.9 37.1 60.7
External sources 68.1 70.1 62.9 39.3
Equity Capital 7.2 18.8 13 9.9
Borrowings 37.9 32.7 35.9 11.5
Debentures 11 7.1 5.6 -1.3
From Banks 13.6 8.2 12.3 18.4
Institutional
Borrowings 8.7 10.3 9 -1.8
Trade Dues& Other
Current Liabilities 22.8 18.4 13.7 17.3
Total 100 100 100 100
Share of Capital
market Related
Instruments 18.2 26 18.6 8.6
Share of Financial
Intermediaries 22.2 18.3 21.3 16.6
Debt-Equity Ratio 88.4 85.5 65.2 61.6
Source:  Table drawn from “Report on Currency and Finance”, RBI
2005-06.
Note: Data pertain to a sample of non-government non-financial public
limited companies.
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Appendix 2: Industry-Wise Distribution of Sample Acquiring Firms
Number % Share to Number of % share to
 of  Total  Indian  Total
Acquiring  Firms
firms  Acquiring
Firms
Abroad
Automobile 6 1.41 3 6.38
Automobile ancillaries 18 4.23 6 12.77
Beverages 11 2.58  0.00
Drugs & pharmaceuticals 46 10.8 14 29.79
Cosmetics, toiletries,
soaps & Detergents 13 3.05 1 2.13
Petroleum Products 12 2.82 1 2.13
Other Chemicals 62 14.55 4 8.51
Electrical Machinery 32 7.51 1 2.13
Electricity 8 1.88  0.00
Electronics 17 3.99 2 4.26
Ferrous Metals 34 7.98 1 2.13
Non-ferrous Metals 7 1.64 2 4.26
Food 47 11.03 2 4.26
Mining 7 1.64  0.00
Non-Electrical
Machinery 12 2.82  0.00
Other Machinery 7 1.64  0.00
Non-metallic mineral
products 17 3.99 4 8.51
Pesticides 10 2.35 2 4.26
Textiles 38 8.92 2 4.26
Miscelleneous
Manufacturing 22 5.16 2 4.26
Total 426 100 47 100.00
Source:  Generated based on ‘‘Monthly Review of the Indian Economy”,
Published by CMIE, M&A Data Base, Published by CMIE,
SEBI Website and PROWESS Data Base. We have considered
only actual deals listed as mergers and acquisitions categories.
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Appendix 3
Share of Depreciation and Gross Fixed Assets in the Sources/Uses of
funds in the Indian Manufacturing sector (1991-2009)
Appendix 4
Trends of Internal Financing and Effective Tax Rate of
Manufacturing Sector
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Appendix 5
Trends of Indian Acquisitions Abroad
Appendix 6
Trends of Effective Tax Rate of Acquiring Firms
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